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About This Game

On December 24th, 2030 a global blackout occurred. In an instant the world lost access to electricity, and suddenly so many things
that we had taken for granted were gone; the Internet, global communications, electronic devices… all gone.

War emerged as governments fell and society collapsed in upon itself. Guns, medicine and food became the new currencies while
survival and protection became the sole necessities. Conflicts continued for years as ordinary people battled against famine, disease,

the elements, and other humans.
A new world rose from the ashes of the old one. Each survivor enclave had a different idea on how to shape their new society:

bands of raiders, religious cults, biker gangs, idealistic democratic communes and organisations built around charismatic leaders.
Cities were once again battlegrounds, but it was no longer for survival, it was now for domination.

Neverdark is a pausable RTS game which throws you into a post-apocalyptic world. Following a global blackout, society has
collapsed, and it will be your goal to rebuild it.

You lead a group of survivors, and you will need to contend with other factions over the control of the city. Invest resources and
expand your influence to take over the city, street by street. Neverdark is as much about politics and social evolution as it is

about combat.
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In Neverdark you play in a fallen and ruined city. It is in desperate need of being rebuilt, and it will be your task to adapt it to
the harsh conditions with makeshift infrastructure. Each map takes the shape of a real, existing city: Paris, New York and

Tokyo. You will find yourself leading your citizens and expanding across familiar streets, taking over existing buildings and
repurposing them. Perhaps you might want to use the Louvre Museum as the seat of your Black Market, or it might be a good

idea to grow your crops on Rooftop Farms in Brooklyn. Building placement needs to be strategic and thoughtful. Where they’re
placed, and the consequences of that choice, rests entirely in your hands.

A new type of society has emerged -- one without a central government. Your goal is to react to dynamic, random events which
force you to decide between doing what is ethically right and what is politically advantageous. New laws must be passed, and

edicts must be enforced if civilisation is to evolve and adapt to ever-changing conditions.

One way or another you need to deal with other groups competing for control of the city. Both you and your enemies have
powerful and influential agents at your disposal. You will need to send those agents, known in-game as specialists, across the

city to perform political and military tasks. A Political Agitator in a neighborhood where two factions are fighting for
dominance may help sway the locals into supporting you. But should that fail, and you find the enemy has gotten there first, a

good long-range 'motivator' with a rifle could be equally effective. Inevitably the streets must turn crimson with bloodshed, and
it will be your duty to lead your crew of specialists in tactical, turn-based combat missions.
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10/8/2017 Patch Notes:

Patch Notes. New Game: Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc 2:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/361790/Winged_Sakura_Mindys_Arc_2/

(Not required to play the prequel, Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc to enjoy the game.)

The game will be available next Friday, April 26.

Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc 2 is a RPG Tower Defense game that takes place before, simultaneously, and after the Endless
Dream.

The game uses a similar equipping system to RPG games, but with a special equipment slot: Power. The Power slot is similar to
Endless Dream, each Power grants the equipped unit a unique passive ability.

The game consists of resource management, strategically placing units onto the battlefield, and defending specific objective(s).

----

All owners of Winged Sakura: Endless Dream will obtain an exclusive Accessory near the end of the 2nd Arc of the game.

For anyone who wishes to preview what the Accessory does, see the spoiler below.

How to unlock: View Chapter 15: Part 1.

Please note the item comes at +0.

ED: Short for Endless Dream. Activates all Powers equipped by Mimi.

This accessory can be equipped on any unit. 

We look forward to see what you think about our latest game. For more information, please click on Winged Sakura: Mindy's
Arc 2's Steam Store page above or check out our website below.

Website: http://wingedsakura.com/mindysarc2/
WSMA2 Community Hub: https://steamcommunity.com/app/361790. 10/26/2017 Patch Notes:

Features Implemented Based on User Feedback and Suggestions. 10/11/2017 Patch Notes:
Nothing exciting this patch, just a bunch of small fixes!

New. Winged Sakura: Endless Dream is now Available!:
Annnd Winged Sakura: Endless Dream is finally out! Thank you everyone for your patience. If anyone have any questions or
have discovered any bugs, please let me know! I'll be active on the discussion forums.

Thank you everyone for your continued support and I hope you enjoy our new game!. 10/16/2017 Patch Notes:
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Few new things and bug fixes this patch!

New Tutorials
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